HOW TO WRITE YOUR PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT PERSONAL STATEMENT WORKBOOK

Sue Edmondson, Duke Pasquini & Stephen Pasquini PA-C
1: FIRST THINGS FIRST

LESSON: KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE - KNOW THE PROGRAM(S) YOU ARE APPLYING TO, AND WHAT THEY ARE LOOKING FOR IN AN APPLICANT

- Research the programs in depth, go to open houses if possible, call the programs and speak with admissions personnel directly, follow their Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn feeds.

- You wouldn’t want to show up on your first date with a handful of geraniums if your date is allergic to flowers.

Exercise:

Become an expert of your preferred program(s)

1. Start at the program’s website using The PA Life (www.thepalife.com) PA Schoolfinder website or the PAEA Program directory. “Like” the program on Facebook so you will receive automatic updates from their news feed.

2. Next, subscribe to the program’s Twitter feed and/or LinkedIn page. This may seem like an unnecessary step, but you will be surprised just how much you can learn about a program by paying attention to its social media feeds.

3. On the PA program website, they will usually have a link to their mission statement/goals. Physically print this out, grab a highlighter and start identifying the recurring themes. Here is a summary I created from one PA school’s mission statement. How can you fill these needs?

- Be competent primary care providers in the diagnosis and treatment of patients.
- Incorporate the role of ethnic and cultural diversity in the practice of medicine.
- Be empathetic to patients, families and the community.
- Demonstrate professionalism in their interactions with patients and the medical community.

4. Use all the info you have gathered to identify potential contacts in the PA program. Send them a personal message or ask them a question. Current students and graduates love to talk about their alma mater and can be a great resource.

5. Contact the program by telephone and ask specifically about program open houses.

6. If you are feeling up to the task, contact a faculty member through LinkedIn and ask program specific questions.

By the time you sit down to write your essay (and eventually when you have your interview), you may already have a valuable personal connection with PA School faculty.

2: IT WAS A DARK AND STORMY NIGHT IN THE BACK OF THE AMBULANCE

LESSON: CUT THE DRAMA

- Universally, interviewees mentioned the use of drama in essays, and not in a positive way.

- Go for the heart, not the drama

- If your personal statement is superficial you have a problem

Exercise:

Read the first sentence of your essay aloud. Does it sound like an episode on a soap opera? Take a look at your opening paragraph. Watch for words like, "suddenly," "screamed," "blared," "shocking." Eliminate those, and any other words that sound like an exclamation point.

Your goal is to tell your story coolly and calmly, the way you’d want a PA to act if you were the patient.
3. WHEN I WAS 10 I HAD MY TONSILS REMOVED

**LESSON: AVOID FIRST PERSON FAMILY STORIES AND FOCUS ON REAL PATIENTS**

- The whole point of the personal statement is to educate admissions personnel about the subjective factors that grades and test scores can’t reveal.

- Avoid first person family stories and focus on real patients.

**Exercise:**

If you open your essay with a personal experience (and that’s okay to do), how long is the paragraph? If it’s more than three our four sentences, find a place to eliminate some of the information.

4. I HAVE A PASSION TO SERVE

**LESSON: PLATITUDES WASTE SPACE**

- “Common platitudes like ‘I want to help people’ aren’t useful. We want people who can communicate with patients, so write about those experiences.”

- You wouldn’t be applying to PA School if you didn’t have a passion/calling/desire for the profession. Generalizations don’t help admissions personnel discover the factors that make you stand apart from someone else with similar grades and experience.

- The writer needs to remember we get 1,000 applications, so the essay needs to be unique enough to catch an eye. It’s important to highlight why your experiences would make you a great PA.

- Often those with healthcare experience offer too little insights into what they’ve gained from their work. We want to know why those experiences are important.

- This is the opportunity to express how you connect with patients on a human level. It’s the subjective part of the application – the part that grades and work history don’t explain.

- You should include something about personal strengths.
Exercise:

1. Write about two or three experiences that prove “I want to help people.”

2. Now briefly explain what insights you gained from these experiences.

3. Describe how you developed or used your personal strengths as a result of these experiences.

5. WHAT? YOU COULD HAVE BEEN A DOCTOR!

LESSON: YOU NEED TO KNOW WHY YOU’VE TARGETED THIS PROFESSION AND NOT ANOTHER HEALTHCARE RELATED JOB

- The essay needs to show some level of maturity and understanding about the PA led team. Why does the profession apply to you?

- Why have you chosen PA school and not medical or nursing school?

- What happened in your journey to bring you to this decision? If you want me to understand how you reached this point in your life tell me about your motivations.

Exercise:

Write an answer to the following questions:

1. Why does the PA profession apply to you?

2. Why have you chosen PA school over medical school or nursing school?

3. What happened in your journey to bring you to this decision?

6. SO YOU VOLUNTEERED AT A FOOD PANTRY

LESSON: IF YOU VOLUNTEERED, TELL US HOW THAT EXPERIENCE IMPACTED YOU. IT DOESN’T HAVE TO BE A HEALTHCARE RELATED SITUATION

- If helping at a women’s shelter changed you in a way that will make you a better PA, talk about it.
• You don’t need to leave the country for a mission for volunteer work to matter.

• Tell us about community service, especially as it relates to our mission of serving diverse and underserved populations.

• If your community service work provided the drive for you to apply, tell us about it.

• If you worked with underserved populations, tell how that impacted your perception of health care.

Exercise:

Write three sentences about your volunteer experiences. Tell what you learned, such as how to relate to people of different ethnicities, or those who live in poverty, or have mental health issues. Maybe you developed leadership or organizational skills while volunteering or developed your skills of patience, compassion, or ability to listen.

Yes, volunteer work matters, but if you don’t share what you’ve gained from the experience, it won’t help your essay.

7. IT’S NOT ONLY WHAT YOU WANT

LESSON: GO BEYOND THE WEBSITE TO FIND OUT ABOUT OUR PROGRAM

• I’ll want to know what you can contribute to our program and your future patients

• Think about what we want for the end product – passionate, empathetic, smart PAs. What personal skills do you have that meet those criteria?

• Have you researched us? Go beyond the website to find out about our program

• Applicants should describe why they fit into our program.

• Clinical hands on training. Applicants should describe the skills they already have in that area.

Exercise:
It’s time to do some research on your potential program.

Make a list of the top 5-10 PA schools you would like to apply to. Include the website and contact information.

Now it’s time to do some reconnaissance.

Start at the program website, then contact the program in person.

**Template:** My name is __________ I am very interested in applying to __________ and I want to make sure that I am an excellent fit for your program. I have reviewed your website and social media posts, but want to ensure I haven’t missed anything. Is there someone I can speak with to learn more about your expectations of candidates for your program?

### 8. I BOMBED MY JUNIOR YEAR AND OTHER ANOMALIES

**Lesson:** The personal statement offers a unique opportunity to explain why you’ve had bumps in the road

- Everyone wants to hear the explanation, but not in too much detail. Interviewees wanted to know what led to the problem – perhaps the death of a parent, not about childhood incidents such as abuse or neglect.

- If there are weaknesses in your application don’t assume anyone will know why. If you haven’t done volunteer work maybe it’s because you’re economically disadvantaged and need to work full time. Use part of the essay to explain that.

- If you have a dip in grades, explain what happened in a brief sentence or two. You have to find a balance between being too personal and not personal enough.

- Show that you take ownership of your weaknesses.

- Address academic difficulties. Explain what was happening at the time. Focus on your trajectory of academic improvement.

**Exercise:**

It’s time to find anomalies and make a list of them (below are some common examples):
1. Grades
2. Lack of medical experience
3. Lack of shadowing
4. References

Now in a sentence or two, explain each. Did your grades drop because you were taking care of an ill family member?

Then write the positive things that have happened to overcome the negative. Have your grades risen now that your family member has recovered? Maybe your non-medical related work experience helped you develop skills that you’ll need as a PA?

9. THIS ISN’T YOUR FIRST RODEO

LESSON: IF YOU ARE REAPPLYING, IT’S IMPORTANT TO EXPLAIN WHAT’S DIFFERENT THIS TIME

- Don’t hand in the same application. I love it when applicants say, ‘These are the things I did to strengthen my skills.’ It shows maturity and ownership.

Exercise:

If you are reapplying what have you done to strengthen your skills? List them:

1. Increased work experience
2. More shadowing
3. Improved GPA or classwork

10. GETTING FROM A-Z: CONNECT THE DOTS

LESSON: MAKE SURE YOU COVER ALL YOUR RELEVANT EXPERIENCES AND LINK THEM BY THE TIME YOU REACH THE CONCLUSION

- Structure is very important to your essay. It’s easiest to follow a story written in chronological order.

- Make sure the essay is as concise as possible with no gaps in time.
Use a hook, but don’t spend too much time on it. The hook is the skeleton to hang material on. If you have a passion for running, link that dedication to your work ethic.

Don’t spend three quarters of the essay on one experience. We rather learn about everything you’ve done – shadowing, volunteer work, class work – things you have control over.

Exercise:

Write your life story: In no more than one page write your life story. Explain what brought you to the point of applying to PA school. Hit the major experiences, influences and education. Write it in chronological order.

Think of a hook: Here is an example from a successful candidate. “My desire to become a physician assistant came to me in a most unlikely place, a ballroom dance studio.”

11. WRITING IS REWRITING

LESSON: THE PERSONAL STATEMENT SHOULD BE POLISHED, BUT WRITTEN BY YOU

You’ve gone over and over your essay, but that’s not enough. Every interviewee recommends having several others read it for grammar and spelling errors as well as structure and cohesion.

Make sure your essay is yours.

Exercise:

Give your essay to at least three people who you trust to give an unbiased opinion. Have them write out their recommendations.

Make a list of the recommended changes and incorporate those you feel are appropriate into your essay. If all three agree about a point, that’s feedback to heed.

12. LITTLE THINGS ARE BIG

LESSON: SPELLING AND GRAMMAR ERRORS ARE UNACCEPTABLE
• Yes, you’ve checked your essay for errors, but they happen frequently enough for every interview to mention it.

• It’s a reflection of your capabilities and education.

• There is no excuse for errors in spelling and grammar.

• Errors are immediate red flags.

• Get the title of the profession right: If you write physician’s assistant (it should be physician assistant) it triggers concern. It tells us you don’t really understand what the profession is about.

• BE SURE TO FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS. The first question on our applicant self-assessment form is, ‘Have you followed the instructions?’ It’s amazing how many people don’t.

**Exercise:**

Do a spell and grammar check, but don’t rely on it. Read your essay word for word to ensure everything is correct.

Double check application instructions and make sure you’ve followed them exactly. Don’t rely on what someone else tells you they are.